has shown [3, p. 223] that a uniformly bounded, naturally ordered sequence of projections in a reflexive Banach space converges to its supremum in the strong topology of operators. In this note it is shown that a uniformly bounded, naturally ordered set of projections in a Banach space X having a weak x-cluster point for each x£l converges to its supremum in the strong topology of operators. The method of proof is substantially different from that of Lorch.
If Y is a subset of X, w( Y) will denote the weak closure of Y. The span of Y, denoted by sp(F), is the strongly closed linear manifold generated by Y.
Suppose {Ea} is a set of projections in X. A projection E such that E(X)=sp(\JaEa(X)) and (I-E)(X)=f]a(I-Ea)(X) is the supremum of {Ea}, and is denoted by \iaEa. If {Ea\ is naturally ordered, yx is a weak x-cluster point of {Ea} if y»en«w({Ep(x)|/3£a}).
The central result of this note follows: Theorem 1. If {Ea} is a naturally ordered, uniformly bounded set of projections in X, then lima Ea = UaEa in the strong topology of operators if and only if {Ea\ has a weak x-cluster point for each x£X.
Proof.
Sufficiency. Pick x£X, and a projection Eao. Let yx be a weak x-cluster point of {Ea}. Put Nt(yx) = {z\ \{E*aax*){z-yx)\ <e}.
where M = supa \\Ea\\. Thus, lim,,.,,*, (EaTn)(x) = £a(x), uniformly in a.
By the E. H. Moore theorem on the interchange of limits [4, p. 116], yx = lim lim (EaTn(x) = lim lim (EaTn)(x)
n-»°o a a n->« = lim Ea(x).
a Put E(x) =yx. It is now easily verified that £ is a projection in X.
If x€:[\a(I-Ea)(X), then x = lima (I-Ea)(x) = (/-£) (*).
Thus, (I-E)(X)D(]a(I-Ea)(X).
Since £(x)=lim" £"(*), E(X)
Csp(Utt£a(X)). However, noting ££« = £", and (I -Ea)(I -E)
= /-£, it is clear that £(I)Dsp(U(,£"(I)), and (I-E)(X) C(]a(I-Ea)(X).
Therefore, £ = U"£". Necessity is clear. Proof. Let Af = supa ||£«||, and S(x) = {z\ \\z\\ £M\\x\\}. By a theorem of Alaoglu [l, p. 255], 5(x) is weakly compact. The desired result now follows from Corollary 1.
